
The misconception of ecosystem disservices:
How a catchy term may yield the wrong
messages for science and society

In their recent article, Shapiro and Báldi (2014) build on the
long-running narrative of “ecosystem services and disservices”
(e.g., Zhang et al., 2007; Lyytimäki et al., 2008), describing how
nature yields both benefits and harms to society. These harms
include crop pests, floods, landslides, wildfires, and zoonotic
disease transmission, among others. While we agree with their
argument that calculation of these harms is commonplace and
corresponding quantification of benefits is needed, we feel the use
of the concept of “ecosystem disservices” hampers, rather than
helps, the development of an integrative and constructive dialogue
about conservation and the complex interrelationships between
humans and nature. Estimation of costs and benefits and their
balancing as positives or negatives is a principal activity in
economics; however, we fear that in this case the term “disser-
vice” carries the wrong message for both science and society.

The “ecosystem disservices” concept poses a danger to con-
servation efforts. Since natural phenomena sometimes harm
people or valuable economic assets, the destruction of “harmful”
species and ecosystems may appear to be economically justified,
often leading to undesirable unintended consequences. This mind-
set guided the worldwide drainage of wetlands throughout much
of the 20th Century. Wetland drainage sought to reduce disease
vectors – both real and imagined. The external costs of this
pursuit, however, included reduction or total loss of important
ecosystem services including water supply, flood and nutrient
regulation, and habitat for commercially, recreationally, and cul-
turally valued species. Wetland drainage had important conse-
quences that propagated through complex human–natural
systems in ways that a simple emphasis on wetland “disservices”
could not bring into focus.

As Shapiro and Báldi acknowledge, many disservices are caused
or aggravated by an expanding human footprint (i.e., encroach-
ment on ecosystems, which places people at risk of natural
ecosystem processes) or human disturbance of ecosystem pro-
cesses. In an example of the former, population growth and
agricultural expansion in the developing world is placing humans,
livestock, and crops in closer proximity to pests and disease
vectors. In an example of the latter, a century of fire suppression
in the western United States, combined with increasing develop-
ment of the Wildland Urban Interface and potentially exacerbated
by climate change-induced drought, has led to increasingly costly
wildfires and the loss of life and property. We agree that properly
balancing the “costs and benefits of ecosystems” can improve
society's economic calculus, as Shapiro and Báldi suggest. How-
ever, a more comprehensive approach would seek to preemptively

reduce society's exposure to natural disasters, emerging pests, and
disease while at the same time restoring their natural regulatory
processes.

The ecosystem disservices concept also adds confusion as
nascent efforts emerge to tackle the long-standing goal of under-
standing and quantifying the dynamic aspects of ecosystem
services, including their spatiotemporal flows. In our work on
modeling ecosystem service flows, we take care to distinguish
between sources that generate environmental flows, sinks that
deplete those flows, and their connection to users (human bene-
ficiaries) via service-specific flow paths (e.g., hydrologic flows,
transportation networks, lines of sight, or functions related to the
movement of organisms; Bagstad et al., 2013; Villa et al., 2014).
In this paradigm, ecosystems always provide a benefit to people –

either by directly supplying value to society (e.g., raw materials,
food, water, cultural ecosystem services) or by reducing or elim-
inating the flow of a potentially detrimental entity that is able to
reach people (e.g., floodwater, undesirable nutrients or sediment,
disease, or agricultural pests). We term the former provisioning
benefits and the latter preventive benefits. Although this lexicon has
unfortunate terminological overlap with the MA (2005)'s “provi-
sioning services,” we believe that it provides a far clearer, more
systematic approach to quantifying spatiotemporal flows of
ecosystem services. Of equal importance, this paradigm provides
a clearer conservation message than the “services–disservices”
paradigm. For provisioning benefits, people gain from restoring
beneficial source ecosystems and/or reducing detrimental sink
features. For preventive benefits, people gain from restoring
natural processes that act as sinks or from reducing societal
exposure to such potential harms (i.e., use) – not solely from
“controlling” the offending species or ecosystem that may cause
harm to society.

Ultimately, we favor a systems view of the complex interactions
between people and nature – a call that has been made many
times before (e.g., Carpenter et al., 2009). Enumerating service
values alongside those of disservices has advantages, as Shapiro
and Báldi point out. But ultimately this distinction outlines and
reinforces a simplistic view of humans and nature as independent,
rather than interdependent, entities. We feel, with others, that the
time is overdue for a revision of this conceptualization that is more
respectful of complexity and its consequences. Framing clashes
between nature and society with a term such as “disservices”
presents an overly simplistic balance sheet that impedes the
evolution of a fuller discourse on the sustainability of complex
human–natural systems. We believe that replacing the “disser-
vices” concept with a fuller understanding of ecosystem service
flow dynamics is a more efficient way to advance both the science
of ecosystem services and the policy instruments that may lead to
a more sustainable future.
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